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Public Higher Education in California (1960)

Public Higher Education in California

…In our world, we’re already three distinct states.

OER and California – A Road Trip

California State University
(23 campuses)

California State University

Merlot (1997+)

Or?

California State University
• SB 1052/53 (2012)
– $5,000,000 (one-time) with additional external funding from Gates
and Hewlett Foundations
– OER Council (2013-2015)
– 50 courses targeted across the three systems
– Legislation specifically identified leveraging MERLOT
– Cool4Ed

• AB 798 (2015)
– Reallocated $3M of the remaining $4M from SB 1052/53 (one-time)
– Individual College Grants ($50k per campus)

OER Council (2012-2015)

SB 1052/53 (2012)

The Intersegmental Committee of the Academic Senates (ICAS) from the community
colleges, CSUs, and UCs has played a key role in defining and coordinating the
implementation of the project.
“With the grant funding expended and the accomplishments reported, ICAS agreed to
terminate the California OER Council in June 2016.”

California State University
• SB 1052/53 (2012)
– $5,000,000 (one-time) with additional external funding from Gates
and Hewlett Foundations
– OER Council (2013-2015)
– 50 courses targeted across the three systems
– Legislation specifically identified leveraging MERLOT
– Created Cool4Ed

• AB 798 (2015)
– Reallocated $3M of the remaining $4M from SB 1052/53 (one-time)
– Individual College Grants ($50k per campus)

University of California System

(10 Campuses + 5 Medical Centers + 3 National
Labs)

University of California System
• The UC system has made the least (visible)
amount of traction on OER of the three
“systems”
• Perceived threats to academic freedom are
the biggest contributor
• UC librarians do not have faculty status
• As a system, more invested in Open Access
(OA) conversations
• All (?) efforts are at the campus level

University of California System

- February 2017 Minutes of the UC Academic Senate

California Community Colleges
(114 campuses)

California Community Colleges
• Tuition has been held flat at $46 per credit hour for 8 years,
making the share of the pie students spend on instructional
materials vastly disproportionate – California’s community
colleges charge the lowest tuition in the country among public
institutions
• Strong encouragement to tap into CSU resources from a high
level
• Strong resistance from a lower level to tap into CSU resources
• Libraries are sometimes involved, and sometimes not at all
involved – anecdotally it seems late arrivers have librarians as
drivers
• OER efforts are highly distributed and happening at the ground
level, perhaps reflecting the CCC governance structure

2019 Budget

OER Challenges from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)
We still haven’t determined whether our
ultimate goal is to reduce textbook costs or be
OER purists

OER Challenges
from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)
Fundamentally, success is reached by one-onone conversions of faculty, not grand strategic
documents or press releases.

OER Challenges from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)

We need to take more seriously the reasons
faculty are not adopting OER.

OER Challenges
from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)
How do you move forward if/when the people
tasked with leading OER at your institution or
system aren’t doing it well?

OER Challenges from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)
We should probably create a sustainable
business model.
Is one-time funding hacking it?

OER Challenges from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)

Should we be targeting new faculty first?

OER Challenges from California
(Unoriginal thoughts)

Should we be spending money on textbook
authorship instead of conversion?

OER Challenges
(Unoriginal thoughts)
Do Everything at Once

California often does
succeed. Eventually.

Questions?
James Wiser
jwiser@ccleague.org

